
 

Papel de Ilusão - Os Pontos Riscados da Umbanda - By: Louisiana Barroco, Lerpa Santos, Salgado Pinto. - a must-have book for a beginner in Umbanda religion - this book teaches the reader the basics of the Universal Religion from an anthropological point of view with pictures and illustrations. This is a must have book for people who want to study about Umbanda religion from an anthropological
point of view with pictures and illustrations. In this language based on symbols is interesting to learn about feng shui or fishing techniques without having to understand Portuguese. This book describes the basic concepts of the Umbanda Religion as a "Papel de Ilusão" or a "Dream Paper", that is, as a book that can help us understand dreams and have lucid ones. This book explains how to interpret
symbols and why God uses dreams to communicate with humans. It's a recommended reading for those who believe in Umbanda as a Universal Religion. - the first book of the series "The Symbolic World of Bury" - On an anthropological point of view, this is a must-have book for those who want to study the Universal Religion as described by Bury (1000 BC) and as transmitted orally from
generation to generation. This book helps you understand why we have to experience, in dreams and awake, some events that we interpret wrongly or due to our own prejudices. It explains how we can do that with the help of symbols and the quest for solutions and meanings. - This book teaches you how to find your path in life through symbols and dreams - pdffilme. com/pontos-riscados.pdf
------------------ - A must-have book for a beginner in Umbanda religion - this book teaches the reader the basics of the Universal Religion from an anthropological point of view with pictures and illustrations.

In this language based on symbols is interesting to learn about feng shui or fishing techniques without having to understand Portuguese. This book describes the basic concepts of the Umbanda Religion as a "Papel de Ilusão" or a "Dream Paper", that is, as a book that can help us understand dreams and have lucid ones. This book explains how to interpret symbols and why God uses dreams to
communicate with humans. It's a recommended reading for those who believe in Umbanda as a Universal Religion.

- the first book of the series "The Symbolic World of Bury"

On an anthropological point of view, this is a must-have book for those who want to study the Universal Religion as described by Bury (1000 BC) and as transmitted orally from generation to generation. This book helps you understand why we have to experience, in dreams and awake, some events that we interpret wrongly or due to our own prejudices. It explains how we can do that with the help of
symbols and the quest for solutions and meanings.
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